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Shanghai in Transition

2005-07-27

in the decades following the introduction of communist party rule
in shanghai in 1949 the city s economy infrastructure and links
with the world all atrophied however the past decade has seen far
reaching economic reforms implemented to recreate shanghai as a
cosmopolitan world financial and trade centre this book focuses
on the lives of local residents and their perceptions of their
changing city and presents an evocative series of ethnographic
perspectives of the city s shifting sociological landscape in this
period of transition

Progress In Astronautics and Aeronautics

2003

it is well established that while cognitive psychology provides a
sound foundation for an understanding of our interactions with
digital technology this is no longer sufficient to make sense of
how we use and experience the personal relational and ubiquitous
technologies that pervade everyday life this book begins with a
consideration of the nature of experience itself and the user
experience ux of digital technology in particular offering a new
broader definition of the term this is elaborated though a wide
ranging and rigorous review of what are argued to be the three
core ux elements these are involvement including shared sense
making familiarity appropriation and being with technologies affect
including emotions with and about technology impressions feelings
and mood and aesthetics including embodied aesthetics and
neuroaesthetics alongside this new insights are introduced into
how and why much of our current use of digital technology is
simply idling or killing time a particular feature of the book is a
thorough treatment of parallel and sometimes competing accounts



from differing academic traditions overall the discussion considers
both foundational and more recent theoretical and applied
perspectives from social psychology evolutionary psychology
folk psychology neuroaesthetics neuropsychology the philosophy
of technology design and the fine arts this broad scope will be
enlightening and stimulating for anyone concerned in understanding
ux a psychology of user experience stands as a companion text to
the author s hci redux text which discusses the contemporary
treatment of cognition in human computer interaction

A Psychology of User Experience

2017-12-02

this is the second volume of proceedings including selected papers
from the international conference on it convergence and security
icitcs 2017 presenting a snapshot of the latest issues
encountered in the field it explores how it convergence and security
issues are core to most current research industrial and commercial
activities and consists of contributions covering topics including
machine learning deep learning communication and signal processing
computer vision and applications future network technology
artificial intelligence and robotics icitcs 2017 is the latest in a
series of highly successful inter national conferences on it
convergence and security previously held in prague czech republic
2016 kuala lumpur malaysia 2015 beijing china 2014 macau china
2013 pyeong chang korea 2012 and suwon korea 2011

IT Convergence and Security 2017

2017-09-03

this book introduces trends and developments in the area of mobile
technology and business in the asia pacific region an area which has
emerged as a hotbed for not only much economic development



generally but also the mobile revolution that is sweeping through
the globe although mobile technology did not originate in the
region over the last decade mobile and wireless technologies and
services have rapidly grown in this area some companies from this
area are taking the leading roles in many aspects of industry
hardware software and service and international standard setting
organizations as well the book presents 12 in depth case studies
written by specialists covering many countries in the region in
order to provide an evolutionary perspective on mobile
technology and business the book offers both macro level public
policy implications and firm level strategy for this emerging
technology in depth case studies of countries written by
specialists including australia china hong kong india indonesia japan
korea malaysia new zealand singapore taiwan and thailand an
overview of the emerging trends in both technology and business
related to mobile technology in the asia pacific region a
comprehensive survey of the mobile business markets in the region

Trends in Mobile Technology and Business in
the Asia-Pacific Region

2008-06-30

data will not help you if you can t see it where you need it or can
t collect it where you need it upon these principles wearable
technology was born and although smart watches and fitness
trackers have become almost ubiquitous with in body sensors on
the horizon the future applications of wearable computers hold so
much more a trusted reference for almost 15 years fundamentals
of wearable computers and augmented reality goes beyond smart
clothing to explore user interface design issues specific to
wearable tech and areas in which it can be applied upon its initial
publication the first edition almost instantly became a trusted
reference setting the stage for the coming decade in which the
explosion in research and applications of wearable computers and



augmented reality occurred written by expert researchers and
teachers each chapter in the second edition has been revised and
updated to reflect advances in the field and provide fundamental
knowledge on each topic solidifying the book s reputation as a
valuable technical resource as well as a textbook for augmented
reality and ubiquitous computing courses new chapters in the
second edition explore haptics visual displays use of augmented
reality for surgery and manufacturing technical issues of image
registration and tracking augmenting the environment with
wearable audio interfaces use of augmented reality in preserving
cultural heritage human computer interaction and augmented
reality technology spatialized sound and augmented reality
augmented reality and robotics computational clothing from a
technology perspective much of what is happening now with
wearables and augmented reality would not have been possible
even five years ago in the fourteen years since the first edition
burst on the scene the capabilities and applications of both
technologies are orders of magnitude faster smaller and cheaper
yet the book s overarching mission remains the same to supply the
fundamental information and basic knowledge about the design and
use of wearable computers and augmented reality with the goal of
enhancing people s lives

Fundamentals of Wearable Computers and
Augmented Reality

2015-07-29

the definitive guide for statisticians and data scientists who
understand the advantages of becoming proficient in both r and
python the first book of its kind python for r users a data science
approach makes it easy for r programmers to code in python and
python users to program in r short on theory and long on
actionable analytics it provides readers with a detailed
comparative introduction and overview of both languages and



features concise tutorials with command by command
translations complete with sample code of r to python and
python to r following an introduction to both languages the
author cuts to the chase with step by step coverage of the full
range of pertinent programming features and functions including
data input data inspection data quality data analysis and data
visualization statistical modeling machine learning and data mining
including supervised and unsupervised data mining methods are
treated in detail as are time series forecasting text mining and
natural language processing features a quick learning format
with concise tutorials and actionable analytics provides
command by command translations of r to python and vice versa
incorporates python and r code throughout to make it easier for
readers to compare and contrast features in both languages
offers numerous comparative examples and applications in both
programming languages designed for use for practitioners and
students that know one language and want to learn the other
supplies slides useful for teaching and learning either software on
a companion website python for r users a data science approach is
a valuable working resource for computer scientists and data
scientists that know r and would like to learn python or are
familiar with python and want to learn r it also functions as
textbook for students of computer science and statistics a ohri is
the founder of decisionstats com and currently works as a senior
data scientist he has advised multiple startups in analytics off
shoring analytics services and analytics education as well as
using social media to enhance buzz for analytics products mr ohri s
research interests include spreading open source analytics
analyzing social media manipulation with mechanism design simpler
interfaces for cloud computing investigating climate change and
knowledge flows his other books include r for business analytics
and r for cloud computing



Python for R Users

2017-11-01

when you create an app a website or a game how do you attract
users and perhaps more importantly how do you keep them
irresistible apps explains exactly how to do this using a library of
27 motivational design patterns and real world examples of how
they work as a developer you need to retain users in the new
economy of advertisements subscriptions and in app purchases but
how do you do this how do some applications keep users coming
back why do people spend hours and hours playing world of
warcraft why do people care about reddit karma what makes
customers keep buying from amazon why do so many people love
khan academy the answers are found in gameful social interface and
information patterns not only will you learn about these
patterns you ll also learn why they work using psychological
theories of intrinsic motivation behavioral psychology and
behavioral economics good and bad implementations of the
patterns are shown so practitioners can use them effectively and
avoid pitfalls along the way

Irresistible Apps

2014-03-18

with the second edition of this popular book you ll learn how to
build html5 and css3 based apps that access geolocation
accelerometer multi touch screens offline storage and other
features in today s smartphones tablets and feature phones the
market for mobile apps continues to evolve at a breakneck pace and
this book is the most complete reference available for the mobile
web author and mobile development expert maximiliano firtman
shows you how to develop a standard app core that you can
extend to work with specific devices this updated edition covers



many recent advances in mobile development including responsive
web design techniques offline storage mobile design patterns and
new mobile browsers platforms and hardware apis learn the
particulars and pitfalls of building mobile websites and apps with
html5 css javascript and responsive techniques create effective
user interfaces for touch devices and different resolution displays
understand variations among ios android windows phone
blackberry firefox os and other mobile platforms bypass the
browser to create native web apps ebooks and phonegap
applications build apps for browsers and online retailers such as
the app store google play store windows store and app world

Programming the Mobile Web

2013-03-18

mobile financial services mfs are of major interest and importance
to both researchers and practitioners the role played by
nonbanking actors including telecoms and fintech firms as well as
other participants such as paypal and amazon in developing and
deploying innovative financial and payment services is undeniable
peer2peer p2p payments from nonbank services are becoming
increasingly commonplace and will shortly be codified by ec eu
regulations requiring banks to provide access to consumer data
for third party app developers and service providers three major
mobile financial systems mobile banking mobile payments and
branchless banking currently dominate the electronic retail banking
sector although interconnected and interrelated their business
models regulatory frameworks and target markets are distinct
this book provides a unified perspective on mfs and discusses its
evolution growth and future as well as identifying the
frameworks stakeholders and technologies used in financial
information systems in general and mfs in particular academics and
researchers in digital and financial marketing will find this book an
invaluable resource as will bank executives regulators policy
makers fintech professionals and anyone interested in how mobile



technology social media and financial services will increasingly
intersect

Marketing and Mobile Financial Services

2018-12-21

this book serves as a comprehensive guide for using a nexstar
evolution mount with wifi skyportal control walking the reader
through the process for aligning and operating the system from a
tablet or smartphone the next generation go to mount from
celestron this is compatible not only with the nextstar evolution
but also with older mounts it is the ideal resource for anyone
who owns or is thinking of owning a nexstar evolution telescope
or adapting their existing celestron mount pros and cons of the
system are thoroughly covered with a critical depth that
addresses any possible question by users beginning with a brief
history of go to telescopes and the genesis of this still new
technology the author covers every aspect of the newly
expanding capability in observing this includes the associated sky
portal smartphone and tablet application the transition from the
original nexstar goto system to the new skyportal system the use
of the sky portal application with its sky safari 4 basic software
and celestron wifi adaptations and discussions on the use of
skyportal application using the celestron adapter on older
celestron mounts comments and recommendations for equipment
enable the reader to successfully use and appreciate the new wifi
capability without becoming overwhelmed extensively illustrated
using actual screenshots from the program interface this is the
only guide to the nextstar skyportal an observer will need

The NexStar Evolution and SkyPortal



User's Guide

2016-05-26

the two volumes of the oxford handbook of mobile music studies
consolidate an area of scholarly inquiry that addresses how
mechanical electrical and digital technologies and their
corresponding economies of scale have rendered music and sound
increasingly mobile portable fungible and ubiquitous at once a
marketing term a common mode of everyday life performance and an
instigator of experimental aesthetics mobile music opens up a space
for studying the momentous transformations in the production
distribution consumption and experience of music and sound that
took place between the late nineteenth and the early twenty first
centuries taken together the two volumes cover a large swath of
the world the us the uk japan brazil germany turkey mexico france
china jamaica iraq the philippines india sweden and a similarly broad
array of the musical and nonmusical sounds suffusing the
soundscapes of mobility volume 1 provides an introduction to the
study of mobile music through the examination of its devices
markets and theories conceptualizing a long history of mobile
music extending from the late nineteenth century to the present the
volume focuses on the conjunction of human mobility and forms of
sound production and reproduction the volume s chapters
investigate the mp3 copyright law and digital downloading music
and cloud computing the ipod the transistor radio the automated
call center sound and text messaging the mobile phone the
militarization of ipod usage the cochlear implant the portable
sound recorder listening practices of schoolchildren and teenagers
the ringtone mobile music in the urban soundscape the boombox
mobile music marketing in mexico and brazil music piracy in india and
online radio in japan and the us



The Oxford Handbook of Mobile Music
Studies, Volume 1

2014-03

in the era of big data this book explores the new challenges of
urban rural planning and management from a practical perspective
based on a multidisciplinary project researchers as contributors
to this book have accomplished their projects by using big data and
relevant data mining technologies for investigating the
possibilities of big data such as that obtained through cell phones
social network systems and smart cards instead of conventional
survey data for urban planning support this book showcases
active researchers who share their experiences and ideas on human
mobility accessibility and recognition of places connectivity of
transportation and urban structure in order to provide effective
analytic and forecasting tools for smart city planning and design
solutions in china

Big Data Support of Urban Planning and
Management

2017-09-26

the disjuncture between the design intent of the developers of icts
and the needs of the users has often led to surprising use of new
technologies as users have refused to become mere agents of the
designers individual users have adopted their own uses of icts
based on the complex webs of relations and meanings in which they
function as social actors instead of adjusting these webs to new
icts they have fit the icts into their pre existing social webs often
resulting in imaginative and creative uses of new technologies not
envisaged by the original designers the contributions in this volume
provide studies of such integrations of icts into the lives of human



users and demonstrate that such uses should not be regarded as
faulty or mistaken merely because they fail to meet the
expectations of the original designers of the icts instead human
users should be given precedence over icts and the creative uses of
universal technologies by individual users should be emphasised and
studied so as to move towards a better understanding and
appreciation of the integration of icts into human lives this book
was originally published as special issue of the information
society

Understanding Creative Users of ICTs

2013-09-13

mobile devices are the it technology and everyone wants to know
how to apply them to their environments this book brings together
the best examples and insights for implementing mobile technology in
libraries chapters cover a wide variety of the most important
tools and procedures from developing applications to marketing
and augmented reality readers of this volume will get complete
and timely knowledge of library applications for handheld devices
the handheld librarian conferences have been a centrepiece of
learning about how to apply mobile technologies to library
services and collections as well as a forum for sharing examples
and lessons learned the conferences have brought our profession
forward into the trend and kept us up to date with ongoing
advances this volume brings together the best from that rich
story and presents librarians with the basic information they need
to successfully make the case for and implement programs
leveraging mobile devices in their libraries authors of the diverse
practical and well researched pieces originate in all types of
libraries and segments of the profession this wide representation
ensures that front line librarians library administrators systems
staff even library professors will find this volume perfectly
geared for their needs this book was published as a special issue of
the reference librarian



Android 2.2.1 User's Guide

2014-01-02

the evolution of mobile communication standards presents
numerouschallenges in mobile handset design designers must continue
toturn out handsets that maintain high device performance and
airinterface compatibility while at the same time shrink
powerconsumption form factors and costs mobile handset design is
uniquely written to equipprofessionals and students with a
complete understanding of how amobile phone works and teaches
the skills to design the latestmobile handsets das walks readers
through mobile phone operatingprinciples system infrastructure
tdma fdma cdma ofdma techniques hardware anatomy software
and protocols and internal modules components and circuits he
presents all problems associated withmobile wireless channels and
recommends corresponding designsolutions to overcome those
issues mobile rf front end digitalbaseband design techniques and
associated trade offs are alsocovered das also discusses the
productization aspects and reviewsnew research developments for
different mobile phone systems overgenerations teaches basic
working principles of legacy and 4g mobilesystems vividly
illustrates and explains all key components and theanatomy of
mobile phones explains all hardware and software blocks from
principle topractice to product discusses key design attributes
such as low power consumptionand slim form factors moves
through all topics in a systematic fashion for easycomprehension
presentation files with lecture notes available for instructoruse
this book is essential for practicing software hardware and
rfdesign engineers and product managers working to create
innovate competitive handsets mobile handset design is also
idealfor fresh graduates or experienced engineers who are new to
themobile industry and is well suited for industry veterans as
ahandy reference lecture materials for instructors available at
ahref wiley com go dasmobile wiley com go dasmobile a



Mobile Devices and the Library

2013-05-29

provides instruction on how to use jquery to create applications
for use on mobile computing devices like smartphones and tablet
computers

Mobile Handset Design

2012

this book gathers selected theoretical and applied science papers
presented at the 2016 regional conference of sciences technology
and social sciences rcstss 2016 organized biannually by the
universiti teknologi mara pahang malaysia addressing a broad
range of topics including architecture computer science engineering
environmental and management furniture forestry health and
medicine material science mathematics plantation and
agrotechnology sports science and statistics the book serves as
an essential platform for disseminating research findings and
inspires positive innovations in the region s development the
carefully reviewed papers in this volume present work by
researchers of local regional and global prominence taken
together they offer a valuable reference guide and point of
departure for all academics and students who want to pursue
further research in their respective fields

JQuery Mobile

2018-05-26

this volume addresses issues revolving around the production of
mediated cultural products across borders more specifically the
authors consider cross border cultural production in the film and



television industries and how it affects and is affected by media
centers and more recently established production locations the
film and television industries have long been recognized as playing
important economic political and cultural roles and while it
could be argued that historically these forms of cultural
production often have been international endeavors the choice of
production sites has become an especially contentious issue during
the last few decades as global production has expanded while
some factions notably from the us film and television industries
refer to this issue as runaway production this book takes a much
broader look at the implications and consequences of this
phenomenon basically cross border production involves the
expansion of production away from traditional centers whether
to other countries or to other locations within the same country
thus this study covers a wide range of issues involving economic
and political considerations as well as creative and aesthetic
decision making

Regional Conference on Science, Technology
and Social Sciences (RCSTSS 2016)

2008

user experience innovation is a book about creating novel and
engaging user experiences for new products and systems user
experience is what makes devices such as apple s iphone and systems
such as amazon com so successful iphone customers don t buy just
a phone they buy into an experience enabled by the device similarly
amazon com customers enter a world of book reviews interesting
recommendations instant downloads to their kindle and one click
purchasing products today are focal points and it is the experience
surrounding the product that matters the most user experience
innovation helps you create the right sort of experience around
your products in order to be successful in the marketplace the
approach in user experience innovation is backed by 18 years of



experience from an author holding more than 100 patents relating
to user experience this is a book written by a practitioner for
other practitioners you ll learn 17 specific methods for creating
innovation these methods run the gamut from targeting user needs
to relieving pain points to providing positive surprises to
innovating around paradoxes each method is one that the author
has used successfully taken together they can help you create
truly successful user experience innovations to benefit your
company or organization and to help you grow as an experienced
expert and innovator in your own right provides 17 proven
methods for innovating around user experience helps you think
beyond the product to the sum total of a customer s experience
written by an experienced practitioner holding more than 100 user
experience patents

Cross-border Cultural Production

2012-06-12

in addition to social media s prevalence for personal use online
networking tools are also gaining momentum in the healthcare field
health information and patient discussion are embracing these
technologies to create a more ubiquitous communication platform
social media and mobile technologies for healthcare provides
insight on the tools that are integral to understanding and
implementing emerging technologies in health related fields with an
ever growing presence of patients and health professionals on
social networking sites this book will provide insight into the
effect of communication technologies on health services this
publication is useful for professionals and researchers in health
informatics as well as students practitioners clinicians and
academics



User Experience Innovation

2014-06-30

this book covers the latest advances in playful user interfaces
interfaces that invite social and physical interaction these new
developments include the use of audio visual tactile and
physiological sensors to monitor provide feedback and anticipate
the behavior of human users the decreasing cost of sensor and
actuator technology makes it possible to integrate physical
behavior information in human computer interactions this leads to
many new entertainment and game applications that allow or
require social and physical interaction in sensor and actuator
equipped smart environments the topics discussed include human
nature interaction human animal interaction and the interaction
with tangibles that are naturally integrated in our smart
environments digitally supported remote audience participation in
artistic or sport events is also discussed one important theme
that emerges throughout the book is the involvement of users in
the digital entertainment design process or even design and
implementation of interactive entertainment by users themselves
including children doing so in educational settings

Social Media and Mobile Technologies for
Healthcare

2015-05-18

voice user interfaces vuis are becoming all the rage today but how
do you build one that people can actually converse with whether
you re designing a mobile app a toy or a device such as a home
assistant this practical book guides you through basic vui design
principles helps you choose the right speech recognition engine and
shows you how to measure your vui s performance and improve
upon it author cathy pearl also takes product managers ux



designers and vui designers into advanced design topics that will
help make your vui not just functional but great understand key
vui design concepts including command and control and
conversational systems decide if you should use an avatar or
other visual representation with your vui explore speech
recognition technology and its impact on your design take your
vui above and beyond the basic exchange of information learn
practical ways to test your vui application with users monitor
your app and learn how to quickly improve performance get real
world examples of vuis for home assistants smartwatches and
car systems

More Playful User Interfaces

2016-12-19

this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the
8th international conference on entertainment computing icec 2009
held in paris france in september 2009 under the auspices of ifip the
14 revised long papers 19 short papers and 23 poster papers and
demos presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 105
submissions for inclusion in the book the papers cover all main
domains of entertainment computing from interactive music to
games taking a wide range of scientific domains from aesthetic to
computer science

Designing Voice User Interfaces

2009-08-28

as mobile technology becomes much more prominent in the world its
effect on the social political and economic realms cannot be
ignored interdisciplinary approaches towards re examining the
prevalence of communication technologies are essential for
industry professionals development interdisciplinary mobile media



and communications social political and economic implications
sheds light on emerging disciplines in multimedia technologies and
discusses the changes chances and challenges in the mobile world
areas such as mobile governance mobile healthcare and mobile
identity are examined along with their social political and
economic implications serving as a reconnection between academia
and industry this book will be useful for students professors
researchers and policy makers of mobile media and communications

Entertainment Computing -- ICEC 2009

2014-06-30

this book assesses the strategic linkages that the korean peninsula
shares with the indo pacific and provides a succinct picture of
issues which will shape the trajectory of the korean peninsula in
the future this book analyses how critical actors such as the
united states china russia and japan are caught in a tightly
balanced power struggle affecting the korean peninsula it shows
how these countries are exerting control over the korean
peninsula while also holding on to their status as critical actors
in the broader indo pacific the prospects of peace stability and
unity in the korean peninsula and the impact of this on indo pacific
power politics are explored as well as the contending and
competing interests in the region chapters present country specific
positions and approaches as case studies and review the impact of
power politics on stakeholders relationships in the indo pacific the
book also argues that the korean peninsula and the issue of
denuclearization is of primary importance to any direction an indo
pacific partnership may take bringing together scholars journalists
and ex diplomats this book will be of interest to academics
working in the field of international relations foreign policy
security studies and asian studies as well as audiences interested



Interdisciplinary Mobile Media and
Communications: Social, Political, and
Economic Implications

2020-03-03

this book presents innovative research being conducted into travel
recommender systems travel related on line communities and their
user interface design provided by publisher

The Korean Peninsula and Indo-Pacific Power
Politics

2009-09-30

science and technology have had a profound effect on the way
humans perceive space and time in this book an international team of
authors explore themes of depth and surface of real and
conceptual space and of human machine interaction the collection
is organized around the concept of technospace the temporal realm
where technology meets human practice in exploring this
intersection the contributors initiate debate on a number of
important conceptual questions is there a clear distinction
between the real spaces of the body or the city and the conceptual
space of virtual reality how are real and metaphorical spaces of
electronic cultures quantified and regulated is there an ethics of
technospace historically the reception of new technologies has
been invested with romantic idealism on the one hand and panic on
the other the authors argue that in order for utopian dreams to be
tempered by ethical humanistic needs we have an urgent need to
reveal reflect upon and evaluate technospace and our relationship
to it



Tourism Informatics: Visual Travel
Recommender Systems, Social Communities,
and User Interface Design

2001-06-20

this book reviews different approaches and methodologies used in
dealing with issues related to mobile icts and presents successful
examples mobile ict adoption in developing countries addressesing
the impact of culture on mobile ict adoption and deployment
provided by publisher

Technospaces

2011-01-01

create applications for all major smartphone platforms creating
applications for the myriad versions and varieties of mobile phone
platforms on the market can be daunting to even the most seasoned
developer this authoritative guide is written in such as way that
it takes your existing skills and experience and uses that
background as a solid foundation for developing applications
that cross over between platforms thereby freeing you from
having to learn a new platform from scratch each time concise
explanations walk you through the tools and patterns for
developing for all the mobile platforms while detailed steps walk
you through setting up your development environment for each
platform covers all the major options from native development to
web application development discusses major third party platform
development acceleration tools such as appcelerator and
phonegap zeroes in on topics such as developing applications for
android ios windows phone 7 and blackberry professional mobile
cross platform development shows you how to best exploit the
growth in mobile platforms with a minimum of hassle



Mobile Information Communication
Technologies Adoption in Developing
Countries

2012-08-16

this book covers all areas concerning mobility and wireless
communications presented papers deal with cellular networks 2g
3g and 4g wireless networks ieee802 11 bluetooth and sensor
networks security quality of service and applications accepted
papers represent a good selection of research in wireless
communications they offer an overview and also sharp visions of
industrial and scientific work the proceedings have been selected
for coverage in index to scientific technical proceedings istp cdrom
version isi proceedings contents qos in ad hoc networksbeyond 3g
and 4gwireless networks ieee 802 11securityquality of
serviceenergy consumptiontopology in ad hoc
networksroutingsmall area networks
piconetapplicationsmobilityarchitecturephysical layersecurity ii
readership graduate students academics and researchers in wireless
communications and networking keywords wireless communications
mobile computing ad hoc networking 2g 23g cellular systems
quality of service in wireless networks

Professional Mobile Application
Development

2003-10-21

this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post proceedings of
the international workshop on mobile and ubiquitous information
access held in udine italy in september 2003 during mobile hci 2003
besides selected and revised workshop papers several papers were
specially invited to complete coverage of all relevant issues and



extend the volume to a more representative survey of the state of
the art in the area the 21 articles in the book are organized in
topical sections on foundations concepts models and paradigms
interactions applications and experimental evaluations context
and location

Mobile and Wireless Communications
Networks

2004-02-18

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 15th
international conference on data warehousing and knowledge
discovery dawak 2013 held in prague czech republic in august
2013 the 24 revised full papers and 8 short papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 89 submissions the papers are
organized in topical sections on modeling and etl query
optimization and parallelism spatial data warehouses and
applications text mining and olap recommendation and prediction
data mining optimization and machine learning techniques mining and
processing data streams clustering and data mining applications
social network and graph mining and event sequence and mining

Mobile and Ubiquitous Information Access

2013-08-23

features the latest research findings dealing with end user
computing concepts issues and trends empirical and theoretical
research concerned with all aspects of end user computing
including development utilization and management are included



Data Warehousing and Knowledge Discovery

2003-01-01

this work is a comprehensive four volume reference addressing major
issues trends and areas for advancement in information management
research containing chapters investigating human factors in it
management as well as it governance outsourcing and diffusion
provided by publisher

Advanced Topics in End User Computing

2014

launched in may 2011 the new global magazine southern innovator
issn 2222 9280 is about the people across the global south
shaping our new world eradicating poverty and working towards
the achievement of the millennium development goals mdgs they are
the innovators follow the magazine on twitter southsouth1 if
you would like hard copies of the magazine for distribution then
please contact the united nations office for south south
cooperation southerninnovator org learn about the global south
south development expo here southsouthexpo org

FCC Record

2010-04-30

this timely book addresses the effects and implications of rapid
technological changes within the financial services industry on
islamic finance and islamic banks exploring current challenges
opportunities and threats the authors provide an overview of
how fintech can operate within an islamic context under the shari
ah principles or the halal framework for example examining the
potential opportunities of islamic fintech from a socio economic



perspective this edited collection will be of use to anyone
researching fintech or islamic finance as well as practitioners and
policy makers involved in banking and financial services

Information Resources Management:
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and
Applications

2021-01-27

the high technology crime investigator s profession is one of the
fastest growing professions in the world today as information
security issues and crimes related to them are growing in number
and magnitude at an ever increasing pace high technology crime
investigator s handbook second edition informs professionals of
the potential risks of computer crimes and serves as a guide to
establishing and managing a high technology crime investigative
program each chapter is updated with the latest information and
guidance including added coverage of computer forensics and
additional metrics to measure organizational performance in
addition nine new chapters cover emerging trends in the field and
offer invaluable guidance on becoming a successful high
technology crime investigator provides an understanding of the
global information environment and its threats explains how to
establish a high technology crime investigations unit and
prevention program presents material in an engaging easy to
follow manner that will appeal to investigators law enforcement
professionals corporate security and information systems
security professionals as well as corporate and government
managers
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